A Decade-Long Commitment to Student Career Success

The faculty in the UNG History, Anthropology and Philosophy Department at the University of North Georgia are committed to offering students a range of content acquisition and skillset development opportunities that will prepare them for whatever career path they choose beyond their undergraduate degree. An important facet of this approach involves educating students about graduate education opportunities, both at UNG and elsewhere, and also advising them and preparing them for the rigors of graduate education at the next level.

In terms of achieving these goals, our record over the last decade speaks volumes. Since 2005, University of North Georgia History, Anthropology and Philosophy graduates have entered competitive graduate programs in History, Philosophy, Anthropology, Archaeology, Library Sciences, Archival Studies, Medieval Studies, Political Science, International Affairs, Museum Studies, Law, Business, Medicine, Public Administration, and Criminal Justice throughout the United States and the rest of the world.

During this period, our graduates also entered jobs and began careers in the following fields; United States military, local, state, and federal government, regional school districts, higher education, non-governmental organizations, the corporate sector, libraries, museums, historical societies, environmental preservation, law and criminal justice.

Our exit surveys and alumni communications indicate a high level of satisfaction among UNG HAP graduates regarding both the content levels and practical applicability of the curricula beyond graduation. Graduates of the Department of History, Anthropology and Philosophy leave the university with key skills in oral and written communication, research, analysis, and critical thinking.

Since 2005, UNG HAP graduates have entered competitive, fully-funded Masters and Doctoral graduate programs at:

- Appalachian State University
- East Tennessee State University
- East Carolina University
- Iowa State University
- John Marshall Law School
- Mercer University Law School
- Georgia State University
- Binghamton University - SUNY
- University of Bristol, UK
- University of Georgia
- University of Georgia Law School
- University of North Carolina-Greensboro
- University of Nottingham, UK
- University of Tennessee-Knoxville
University of Texas-San Antonio
University of Notre Dame
University of West Georgia
University of Connecticut
University of South Carolina
Mississippi State University
University of Southern Mississippi
Western Illinois University

We look forward to working with you to help you achieve your professional and vocational goals.

Sincerely
UNG HAP Faculty
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